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Abstract—In this paper the concept of Bayesian Networks
(BN) is applied to the problem of traffic data acquisition by
data fusion. Two wireless communication based sensors are used
as data sources: IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11p
V2X (vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure). Via V2X
so called cooperative awareness messages (CAM) are received,
which provide information on vehicle location and speed. For
Bluetooth only the presence of a Bluetooth device can be detected.
Currently and in the near future a low amount of road users is
expected to be equipped with V2X. Therefore the rate of V2X
vehicles is very low (≈1%). The penetration rate of Bluetooth
devices is much higher. Approximately 3% to 50% of all road
users can be detected and re-identified with a Bluetooth scanning
device. Bluetooth detectors have notably been used for traffic
management purposes for years, e.g. for obtaining journey times,
but they have not been applied for speed estimation so far. The
approach of this paper is to provide vehicle count data and vehicle
speed by fusing Bluetooth data at moderate and V2X data at
low penetration rates. The challenging task is to obtain accurate
speed estimation data. By applying BNs for this purpose, we show
the robustness of this stochastic fusion engine. It is capable of
reaching speed RMSEs between 2 and 5 m/s and enhance the
completeness of the state estimation by 35% by fusing 1% V2X
with 30% Bluetooth. The investigations are made on the basis of
simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern traffic light control (TLC) technologies require
traffic state estimation, particularly speed and vehicle counts
for switching traffic lights in a way that is optimal for traffic
flow (actuated and adaptive TLC). Traditionally, this data is
collected via inductive loop, video, radar, and other stationary
detectors. The costs for purchasing, installation and maintenance of traditional detectors are high. Therefore many TLC
algorithms in urban areas are still based on static historical
data (fixed time control). Although urban areas with lower
priority and less traffic demand are usually equipped with
static TLC, ubiquitous actuated or adaptive TLC is desirable
for improved traffic flow and reduced emissions. There is a
growing research interest in alternative low cost traffic data
acquisition solutions (cf. [3], [4]). One of the approaches is
exploiting cooperative traffic data transmitted by V2X (vehicle
to infrastructure and vehicle to vehicle) communication in
WiFi ad-hoc mode IEEE802.11p [8], which is now condensed
to IEEE802.11-2012. Vehicles periodically send information
about their GPS positions and velocities via Cooperative

Awareness Messages (CAM). Those CAMs are received by
Road Side Units (RSU). While this approach is attractive from
the point of cost reduction, it is expected to take years to
reach sufficient V2X penetration rates needed for actuated
or adaptive TLC [3]. Therefore, it is a challenge to obtain
speed data and vehicle counts of the vehicles approaching an
intersection, particularly taking into account very low V2X
penetration rates of around 1%.
In this paper, a novel approach is introduced that proposes to
fill missing V2X data with data provided by a IEEE 802.15.1
Bluetooth device scanner. The penetration rate of Bluetooth
devices is already high, because modern vehicles feature
hands-free equipment, smartphones, navigation systems, etc.
The classical Bluetooth occupancy detector has notably been
tested for years for traffic data acquisition, e.g. for obtaining
accurate journey times (e.g. in [12], [27]). Our approach adopts
the Bluetooth occupancy detector as a speed and vehicle count
detector. Depending on the road type and type of the traffic
participant, the Bluetooth penetration rate differs from 3% to
50%, which depends on the application context, i.e. urban or
suburban areas, motorways, the amount of trucks, etc. (cf. [2],
[20], [27]). This results in higher detection rates in comparison
to sparse V2X data. We applied Bayesian Networks (BN) to
estimate the traffic state data at a very low V2X penetration
rate of 1% and moderate Bluetooth penetration rate of 30%.
Simulation based results show the robustness of this approach.
It is capable of reaching speed RMSEs between 2 and 5 m/s
and completing the traffic state estimation by 35% by fusing
1% V2X with 30% Bluetooth.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II the methodical approach and its requirements are described. In section III
the concept of BN is applied to the problem of fusing the
wireless communication technologies. In section IV the experimental setup and the obtained results are described. Finally,
in section V conclusions and prospects of our future work are
given.
II. M ETHODICAL A PPROACH
In this section the methodical approach and the requirements for speed and vehicle count estimation on the basis of
Bluetooth occupancy and V2X data are described. They result
in the implementation of the following sub-processes:

Speed and vehicle count estimation
• Sensor data fusion of V2X and Bluetooth data
• Transport mode detection
• Direction filtering
The latter two sub-processes are beyond the scope of this paper
and thus not considered.
•

A. Speed and Vehicle Count Estimation
RSUs for V2X communication receive the broadcasted
speed information via CAMs. Due to the sparsity of V2X
data, the number of V2X vehicles cannot reliably estimated.
Bluetooth is an occupancy detector providing a device identification, e.g. MAC address, within a specific detection range.
Because of the higher equipment rate, Bluetooth is a more
appropriate means of vehicle count estimation and thus well
complements V2X in this regard. Additionally, the speed of a
Bluetooth device can be estimated indirectly. Both aspects are
considered in this section.
1) Bluetooth Based Speed Estimation: The Bluetooth inquiry process (see [11]), which characterizes the handshaking
procedure between Bluetooth sender and receiver, results in
the exchange of the device IDs of the communication partners
and therefore solely provides information on the presence
of a device with given MAC address. Based on the known
timestamps and the known detection range rBT of the sender
(inquirer) it is possible to estimate the speed of a moving
Bluetooth device vBT by equation (1) where tFirst is referred
to as the first and tLast the last detection timestamp within rBT .
rBT
(1)
vBT ≈
tLast − tFirst
The number of Bluetooth detections of the same MAC depends
on the speed of the Bluetooth device and the periodicity of
the inquiry process, which is 2.56s. Therefore, vBT is more
accurate the more frequent the same device is detected, i.e.
the slower a Bluetooth device moves through rBT . Vice-versa,
the quicker it moves through rBT , the larger is the estimated
speed error. In general, the estimation of vBT is rather rough.
Additional factors like signal propagation obstruction by the
surrounding infrastructure and weather may influence the
detection range, but are not considered here.
In this paper, we deal with the task of computing an optimal
guess of vBT based on BN based fusion. We model different
factors that influence vBT . These factors in general include traffic parameters like traffic volume, desired, maximum (vmax )
or current speed, speed difference (∆v) and time gap (∆t) to
the preceding vehicle and physical weather conditions (heavy
rain, ice and other phenomena). The initial guess of vBT,1 can
be written as a function of the mentioned factors:
0
vBT,1 = f (vmax , |∆v| , vBT
, ∆t, . . .)

(2)

0
In equation (2) vBT
describes the speed of the preceding
measured vehicle when it left the detection area rBT . The speed
difference of two successive Bluetooth devices |∆v| is related
to the influence of the traffic state on vBT since it is expected
that |∆v| and its variance will be different in heavily congested

0
traffic compared to free flow. Further, the estimated speed vBT
of a measured preceding Bluetooth device may be similar
to the speed of the current Bluetooth device due to quasistationary conditions of traffic within a small time interval.
Other influencing factors, e.g. intersection type, time of day
and others, could be considered in (2), too. Some heuristics
may help to obtain an acceptable estimation of vBT,1 , e.g.:

vBT,1 |tLast =tFirst := vmax
vBT,1 |tLast =tFirst := v

(3)
(4)

If equation (3) is used, there will be big systematic speed
errors for slow vehicles. Consequently, this equation is more
appropriate for free flow at low traffic densities. Equation (4)
may be suitable for synchronized and congested traffic, stopand-go situations, and in case of traffic lights signalizing “red”.
Whatever equation is chosen for the first guess, it is important
to consider the surrounding traffic conditions adequately. Other
influencing factors to be considered and handled throughout
the computation of equation (2) are
• The transportation mode, e.g. pedestrians, cyclists, passengers of public transport. For instance a big amount
of pedestrians “wearing” Bluetooth enabled smartphone
devices could introduce a systematic error of vBT . Therefore, it is recommended to implement a transport mode
detection.
• It is necessary to distinguish between vehicles approaching and leaving the intersection to avoid systematic speed
errors. Therefore, it is necessary to filter the direction of
the detected Bluetooth devices.
In fig. 1 the idealized intersection setup with optimally placed
V2X-RSU and 4 directed Bluetooth detectors is shown. According to [17] and [26] V2X-RSUs usually provide detection
ranges from 100m up to 500m. In the Bluetooth case three
different device classes exist providing different transmission/receiving power and communication ranges from 10m
(Class 3 device) up to 100m (Class 1) [11]. We assume that all
devices are of Class 2, which provide a detection range of 30
to 50m. The reason is that most traffic participants use Class 3
and Class 2 Bluetooth devices, e.g. smartphones and handsfree communication devices. In case the class of a Bluetooth
device is known, equation (1) can be applied to obtain speed
estimations for road users in each arm of the intersection.
2) Bluetooth Based Vehicle Count Estimation: As mentioned above, the detection of a moving Bluetooth device
within a certain range of a Bluetooth receiver is influenced by
the speed of the Bluetooth device and the functional principle
of the Bluetooth inquiry procedure. Consequently, the longer
the device is within rBT , the higher is the probability of
detection and vice-versa. We assume that every detection is
assigned to exactly one traffic participant. Then, it is possible
to estimate the number of vehicles N passing through rBT on
the basis of the number of detected Bluetooth devices nBT and
a known Bluetooth penetration rate pBT ∈ [0; 1]:
N (t) ≈

nBT (t)
· c (t)
pBT

(5)
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Fig. 2. BN with the node V (instantaneous speed within rBT ) and the sensor
nodes VV2X and VBT . The CPDFs are given (modified from [9]).

In case of low to moderate vehicle speeds and equally distributed Bluetooth devices in the road network the determination of N works satisfactory well if pBT ≥ 0.3. In equation (5)
the parameter c ∈ R+ is a correction factor reflecting the
influence of different traffic conditions and the vehicle speed
distribution at the intersection of interest.

density functions quantifying the statistical behaviour of the
traffic process, the BN is capable of handling and combining
the incomplete data of both sensors to estimate the speeds
considering the properties of the sensors, the a-priori knowledge about the underlying traffic process and the measurement
data. This simple BN is developed in section III-A. To consider
other influencing factors, e.g. traffic conditions, the BN needs
to be extended. An extended version of the BN is developed
in III-B.

B. Sensor Data Fusion of V2X and Bluetooth Data

A. Creating a Simple BN

As described in section II-A, the determination of vehicle
counts and the Bluetooth based speed estimation are erroneous
and incomplete. On the one hand there is accurate, but rather
incomplete V2X data, at high time-resolution. On the other
hand there is inaccurate Bluetooth data at low time-resolution.
Therefore a fusion method is needed, which is capable of
coping with uncertain data of V2X and Bluetooth. BNs are
able to handle such data by the use of (conditional) probabilities. In this respect the traffic and measuring processes need
to be modelled as cause-effect relationships and quantified
by conditional probability density functions (CPDF). The
application of BNs to the problem in question is presented
in section III.

In fig. 2 a simple BN is shown that consists of the traffic process node V representing the instantaneous speed to
be determined by the sensor nodes V2X (node VV2X ) and
Bluetooth (node VBT ). The arcs point from V to VBT and
VV2X modelling the causal relationships. The real values of the
random processes are written in small letters, i.e. vBT ∈ VBT and
vV2X ∈ VV2X . The term P (v) quantifies the a-priori knowledge,
i.e. the expected speed probability, and the terms P (vBT |v) and
P (vC2X |v) are referred to as sensor likelihoods and quantify
the sensor properties. In case there is additional knowledge
about V we can estimate the sensors’ measurements probabilistically (causal evidences). This is important for learning
the CPDFs. Usually, the learning process is done on the basis
by expert knowledge or reference data of a more accurate
sensor. In case there are data available at VBT and/or VV2X
we are able to find out what happened at node V (diagnostic
evidences) probabilistically. This procedure is called inference.
The joint probability distribution (JPD), which can be computed by the multiplication of the nodes CPDFs, characterizes
the probabilities taking into account the measurements vBT and
vV2X :

Fig. 1. Idealised intersection scenario with detection ranges of a V2X-RSU
and 4 Bluetooth directed detectors (modified from [9]).

III. BAYESIAN N ETWORK BASED DATA F USION
Among others the concept of Bayesian Networks (BN) is
capable of providing reliable and accurate data by inferring
the results of the sensor measurements and combining them
with a-priori knowledge [15]. To get a detailed view about BN,
their computation and application areas, learning procedures,
etc., the reader is referred to the literature [18], [22]. In the
following the BN for reliable and accurate speed estimation
is developed. The creation of a BN for this purpose requires
the consideration of both, the traffic and measuring process
as random processes. They are modelled as nodes, whilst
the cause-effect relationships among them are modelled as
directed arcs, pointing from cause to effect. Afterwards, the
nodes and their relationships need to be quantified by CPDFs
representing the properties of the processes. Therefore it is
necessary to know how the sensors determine the velocities
of the Bluetooth devices and the V2X equipped vehicles
taking into account the true velocities, which are called sensor
likelihoods. Once having determined the sensor likelihoods for
Bluetooth and V2X based detection and the a-priori probability

P (v, vBT , vV2X ) = P (v) · P (vBT |v) · P (vV2X |v)

(6)

Let ξBT be Bluetooth data within the Bluetooth detection area
ΞBT and let ξV2X be V2X data within the V2X detection area
ΞV2X . Then, (6) is valid where ΞBT and ΞV2X overlap, i.e.:
ξBT , ξV2X ∈ ΞBT ∩ ΞV2X

(7)

Evidences of the nodes VBT and VV2X are needed to compute
the a-posteriori CPDF P (v|vBT , vV2X ), which combines the
−1
measurements and considers
P the normalising constant α =
P (vBT , vV2X ) ensuring i P (vi |vBT , vV2X ) = 1:
P (v|vBT , vV2X ) = α · P (v) · P (vBT |v) · P (vV2X |v)

(8)
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Fig. 4. Simplified single-connected BN according to the BN in fig. 3 for
analyzing the fusion process (modified from [9]).

Fig. 3. Extended multiple-connected BN considering several affections of the
traffic and the Bluetooth based measuring process (modified from [9]).

Equation (8) is a simple calculation rule implementing the
(weak) sensor fusion [5] of two data sources taking into
account speed statistics P (v) and the sensor likelihoods
P (vBT |v) and P (vV2X |v). Therefore merging the measured
V2X and Bluetooth data shall improve the accuracy, reliability
and completeness of speed estimation. In case no data is
available either for the Bluetooth or for V2X, equation (8)
needs to be computed for the available data source:
P (v|vBT ) = α1 · P (v) · P (vBT |v)

(9)

P (v|vV2X ) = α2 · P (v) · P (vV2X |v)

(10)

The most likely estimation of speed v|vBT , vV2X can be obtained by applying an adequate estimator. In [1], [10] different
estimators are described to get a detailed view. Here, the
maximum a-posteriori estimator (MAP) was applied, which
yields the speed for which P (v|vBT , vV2X ) has its maximum:
v̂ = arg max P (v|vBT , vV2X )
v

(11)

B. Extending the BN
The BN in fig. 2 considers the traffic and measurement
processes, but does not take other factors into account, which
affect the traffic process node V (e.g. traffic conditions, TLC)
as well as factors that specifically affect the Bluetooth measurement process (the V2X based measurement process is not
considered here). Therefore, this BN may provide systematic
errors estimating the speed v. For that reason the extended
BN in fig. 3 was created considering some of the mentioned
influences:
• The speed of the vehicles (node V ) is clearly affected by
the traffic density (node D). To put it simple this means
that the speed is low if the density is high and vice-versa.
Moreover, the speed of the vehicles is clearly affected
by the traffic light control implementation (node T LC)
yielding vehicle stoppages and waiting times and thus
different speeds. Therefore, there are directed arcs from
D and T LC to V .
• A Bluetooth detector is originally an occupancy detector
(node O), which is capable of counting Bluetooth devices.
For that reason, there is an arc pointing from V to O.
Since speed estimation of a moved Bluetooth device

•

•

(node VBT ) can be realised as explained in section II-A,
node O points to VBT .
Due to the fact that speed estimation by a Bluetooth
detector according to equation (1) is expected to be
rather inaccurate, it is reasonable to consider vehicles
that were detected several times within rBT and vehicles
that left rBT . It is assumed that a speed estimate at node
VBT can be improved by taking into account the mean
instantaneous speed of the preceding Bluetooth device
0
after leaving rBT (node VBT
). In a similar manner we
determine the speed difference (node ∆V ) between the
current and the measured preceding Bluetooth device.
0
Therefore, arcs point from O, ∆V and VBT
to VBT .
Different time gaps ∆T between two vehicles are correlated with speed differences between the two considered
vehicles. Therefore, an arc points from ∆T to ∆V .

The BN in fig. 3 can be solved applying powerful inference
mechanisms (cf. [18], [22]). However, due to its multipleconnection the inference process can be time consuming,
which might violate the requirements regarding real-time conditions of TLC. Therefore, the question is whether this BN can
be simplified keeping it coherent without inducing systematic
errors. The resulting BN should take into account different
traffic conditions, e.g. traffic flow and density (macroscopic
view), which can be modelled by the microscopic equivalent
considering car following, i.e. by speed differences and time
gaps between the leading and the following vehicles. Furthermore, we are interested how the Bluetooth based speed
estimation is affected by the traffic conditions. Additionally,
in the first step, we did not pay attention on the influence of
TLC phases on V , too. Node ∆T could be neglected too, since
considering the speed difference at node ∆V is sufficient for
the fusion process. Therefore, we neglected the nodes D, O
and T LC. In fig. 4 the result of simplification of the extended
BN is shown. Analogous to section III-A the equations needed
for processing and inferring the BN shown in fig. 4 taking
into account two additional nodes to model the affection of
node VBT . The resulting fusion equation for computing the a0
posteriori CPDF considering the processes ∆V and vBT
with
the normalising constant α is:
0
0
P (v|vBT , vV2X , ∆v, vBT
) = α·P (vBT |v, ∆v, vBT
)·P (vV2X |v)
0
·P (v)·P (∆v)·P (vBT
)

(12)

0
Applying the MAP-estimator on P (v|vBT , vV2X , ∆v, vBT
) we
obtain the speed estimate v̂:
0
v̂ = arg max P (v|vBT , vV2X , ∆v, vBT
)
v

(13)

However, it may happen that the computation of equation (12)
yields a zero vector, which occurs when the sensor likelihoods
of the Bluetooth and the V2X sensor do not “overlap” and
thus, v̂ cannot be determined. This effect can be explained
0
by learning node ∆VBT and its affection by the ∆vBT
, which
only considers the mean speeds of the preceding measured
Bluetooth devices that had left rBT . In case the Bluetooth
device has not left rBT yet, no data might be available for
the fusion process. If this happens, equations (14) and (10)
need to be computed resulting in estimations v̂BT and v̂V2X
separately, which need to be combined afterwards:
0
0
P (v|vBT , ∆v, vBT
) = α1 · P (v) · P (∆v) · P (vBT
)
0
· P (vBT |v, ∆v, vBT
)

(14)

Here, a simple weighted mean value operator of both estimations (with the weight w ∈ [0; 1]) was applied:
v̂ ≈ w · v̂BT + (1 − w) · v̂V2X

(15)

C. Learning the CPDFs
Reliable and accurate speed estimations according to the
sections III-A and III-B are only possible if the sensor
0
likelihoods P (vBT |v, ∆v, vBT
) and P (vV2X |v) as well as the
0
a-priori probability densities P (v), P (∆v)and P (vBT
) are
quantified accurately. In this paper this was done by parameter
learning algorithms, which are not discussed here (cf. [6], [18],
[25]).
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The proposed method was implemented and tested using
the microscopic traffic simulator SUMO (Simulation of Urban
MObility) [16]. In the following the SUMO traffic simulation setup (section IV-A), the traffic state estimation setup
(section IV-B), the evaluation setup (section IV-C) and the
simulation results (section IV-D) are described.
A. SUMO Traffic Simulation Setup
In fig. 5 the simulated scenario of a signalized intersection
with 4 arms is shown, which relates to the idealized intersection in fig. 1. The boundaries of the 4 directed Bluetooth
receivers are marked as green lines (entering rBT ) and red
lines near the stopping line (leaving rBT ). For clarity, the
detection range of the V2X-RSU is not shown here. A RSU
capable of collecting V2X CAM messages of the vehicles
was integrated into the RiLSA 1 scenario in SUMO [23].
The detection range was set to rV2X = 200m. The Bluetooth
detectors are standard class 2 receivers assuming a maximum
detection range of rBT = 30m. They implement the standard
inquiry process [11] for the 4 arms of the intersection with directed antennas separately. This allows the RSU to distinguish
between the intersection arms. In the simulation we retrieved
vehicle counting and speed estimation in dependence on the

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the simulated intersection with 4 arms (COLOMBO
RiLSA 1 example [23].

different V2X penetration rates of [1; 2; 5; 10; 20; 50; 100]%,
whereas the Bluetooth penetration rate remained constant at
30%. The following parameters, constraints and assumptions
were used in the simulation:
• Simulation time: 3,695.2 s or approx. one hour (36,953
simulation steps with a step size of 0.1 s)
• Traffic volume: ≈2,000 veh/h approaching, non-uniformly distributed over the different intersection arms.
• The vehicles’ target speed is 13.9 m/s (50 km/h).
• The V2X and Bluetooth equipped vehicles are uniformly
distributed in the simulation.
• Simulation runs: 400 (learning the a-priori probabilities
and sensor likelihoods), 10 (data fusion)
• Determining vehicle counts: In our investigations we
found adequate correction factors for vehicle count estimation of c ∈ [0.9; 2.0]. Therefore, for the northern,
eastern, southern and western arms correction factors of
cNorth = 1.21, cEast = 1.72, cSouth = 1.0 and cWest = 1.74
were applied.
• Basic detection probabilities P (d): In case of Bluetooth
the inquiry process was modelled probabilistically, i.e.
the detection rate reaches 70% after 2.2 s. Additionally
we assumed that a Bluetooth device cannot be detected
twice or more within a full inquiry period of 2.56 s. In
case of V2X we assumed that 90% of the CAMs were
received by the V2X-RSUs.
• In case of Bluetooth, equation (3) was applied, i.e. the
initial speed estimation per vehicle was set to vmax .
B. Traffic State Estimation Setup
The BN according to fig. 4 was created and its a-priori
probability density functions as well as the sensor likelihoods
were learned for integer velocities from 0 to 19 m/s and speed
difference values from -20 to 20 m/s. The fusion process was
only applied in the 30 m area where the detection ranges of
V2X and Bluetooth overlap (equation (7)). In the following
the results for the western intersection arm are presented only,
while the remaining arms yield similar results.
1) A-priori Probabilities: In fig. 6 the learned a-priori
probability P (v) is shown for the western intersection arm.

Fig. 6. P (v) of the western arm of the intersection. Additionally, the a-priori
probability for the mean speed is shown (from [9]).


0
Fig. 8. P vBT
of the western arm of the intersection (from [9]).

Fig. 9. P (vBT |v) for the western arm of the intersection (from [9]).
Fig. 7. P (∆v) of the western arm (from [9]).

There are mostly two peaks, one at low (0 m/s) and one at high
speeds (14 m/s), which is due to the two dominant motions at
different traffic states in this intersection scenario: (i) waiting
due to traffic light phase red and (ii) free flow with the nominal
speed of 13.9 m/s. In fig. 7 the learned a-priori probability
P (∆v) of the western arm is shown. There is a well-defined
peak for ∆v = 0 m/s yielding an almost symmetric CPDF. In
0
fig. 8 the a-priori probability density P (vBT
) is shown. It can
be seen that the mean speed of the detected Bluetooth device,
which entered, passed through and left the detection area has
its maximum at about 2 m/s.
2) Sensor Likelihoods: The sensor likelihood of the Blue0
tooth detector, i.e. P (vBT |v, ∆v, vBT
), cannot be easily visualized due to its high dimensionality. Therefore, the likelihood
is processed to obtain the marginalized version of it, which is
P (vBT |v). Both, P (vBT |v) for Bluetooth and P (vV2X |v) for
V2X are shown in figures 9 and 10, the sensor CPDFs (y-axis)
are plotted for different detected speeds (x-axis) given the true
instantaneous speeds discretized as integers from 0 to 19 m/s,
which is shown by the legends, e.g. BT 15 means the true
speed of 15 m/s for Bluetooth. It can be stated that in case
of V2X the speed estimation is as expected, i.e. the estimated

Fig. 10. P (vV2X |v) for the western arm of the intersection (from [9]).

values are spread around the true physical speed. The reason
is, that the position and speed errors were modelled with
normal distributions (not shown here). In case of Bluetooth the
situation is more complex. The plot reflects that a Bluetooth
detection is more likely to happen at low speed than at high
speed of the Bluetooth device. But, particularly, in case of
high speeds at 14 m/s we see that a Bluetooth detector provides
frequent speed overestimation. This is the result of of applying

equation (3) for the initial detection of a Bluetooth device
entering the detection area. Moderate and low speeds are
estimated as expected according to the a-priori probability
of the speed in fig. 6. Consequently, we expect that the
Bluetooth detector frequently produces erroneous high and
low speed measurements. Thanks to modelling the Bluetooth
sensor likelihood by two additional nodes (see fig. 4) we can
improve the speed estimation results of the Bluetooth detector.
C. Evaluation Setup
To evaluate the fusion of Bluetooth and V2X data for
different V2X and constant Bluetooth penetration rates by the
use of the BN modelled in 4 the following quality indicators
were determined:
• Mean RMSE vRMS of the estimated speeds compared with
the ground truth. We use the RMSE as an indicator of
accuracy of the fusion method.
• Vehicle count error ∆N and the mean maximum vehicle count error ∆Nmax of the estimated vehicle counts
compared with ground truth.
• Mean completeness qc to indicate how many data is
missing in the speed measurements.
D. Simulation Results
The fusion results for different V2X penetration rates are
determined according to the requirements raised in the preceding sections IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C. In Table I the mean
RMSE vRMS as well as the completeness qc in brackets for
the speed estimation for different V2X penetration rates are
shown. In case of the eastern and western arms vRMS decreases
as expected from 4.7 to 2.1 m/s and from 5.3 to 2.1 m/s,
respectively. Due to the higher accuracy of the more frequent
V2X speed estimations the maximum of the a-posteriori probability distribution is shifted to more accurate values since the
contribution of the less accurate Bluetooth detector decreases.
It should be noted that vRMS is low for all penetration rates
V2X p. rate
1%
2%
5%
10%
20%
50%
100%

north
2.3 (34.6)
2.3 (37.2)
2.3 (42.0)
2.4 (51.9)
2.3 (62.3)
2.2 (84.8)
1.8 (99.9)

vRMS [m/s]
east
4.7 (33.6)
4.8 (36.0)
4.2 (40.5)
3.9 (47.4)
3.4 (61.9)
2.6 (85.7)
2.1 (100.0)

and qc [%]
south
1.7 (37.3)
1.8 (43.3)
2.0 (49.8)
2.1 (52.6)
2.2 (67.6)
2.1 (88.7)
1.6 (99.9)

west
5.3 (38.6)
4.9 (41.9)
4.5 (47.3)
3.9 (56.6)
3.2 (69.5)
2.6 (90.9)
2.1 (100.0)

TABLE I
S PEED RMSE VRMS AND COMPLETENESS qc FOR DIFFERENT V2X
PENETRATION RATES ( FROM [15]).

in the northern and southern intersection arms. The error even
slightly increases when the penetration rate goes up from 1%
to 20%. This is plausible, because vehicles statistically stick
to the lower speeds, which is modelled by the a-priori probability. Therefore, independently on the data provided by the
Bluetooth sensor as well as the V2X detector, the maximum
0
of the a-posteriori probability distribution P (v|vBT , ∆v, vBT
)
provides low speed values, which is statistically true.

Fig. 11. ∆N for the western intersection arm (from [9]).

There is a slight increase of vRMS at V2X penetration
rates >2%, although the V2X detector is more accurate than
the Bluetooth sensor. This also a notable effect, however
the reason is yet unclear and needs to be investigated. At
very high V2X penetration rates the massive presence of
accurate V2X data enables the displacement of the maximum
0
of P (v|vBT , ∆v, vBT
) which, as expected, leads to an increase
of the overall accuracy again.
The vehicle count error ∆N is independent of the V2X
penetration rate, since it is determined by the Bluetooth
occupancy detection only. In our experiments we obtained the
maximum vehicle count error for the intersection arms in the
following intervals:
• Northern arm: ∆Nmax = [24; 33] vehicles or [8.7; 11.7]%
• Eastern arm: ∆Nmax = [20; 37] vehicles or [3.0; 5.5]%
• Southern arm: ∆Nmax = [7; 13] vehicles or [2.5; 4.4]%
• Western arm: ∆Nmax = [24; 45] vehicles or [2.7; 4.9]%
It can be stated that the maximum vehicle count error is about
12% for the northern arm, whereas for all other arms it is less
than 6% – a satisfactory accuracy for traffic and transportation
management purposes. In fig. 11 an example plot for the ∆N
over time on the western arm is shown. It can be seen how
∆N fluctuates over time. In case of ∆N > 0, there is a vehicle
count overestimation, while for ∆N < 0 the vehicle counts are
underestimated.
V. C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE P ROSPECTS
In this paper we presented a method for determining vehicle
counts and speeds bases on Bayesian Network (BN) based data
fusion. Sparse V2X speed and moderately dense Bluetooth
occupancy data are used as input. It was shown that the method
improves the overall accuracy and completeness of speed
estimation data. Although a Bluetooth detector is originally
unable to provide speed estimation information of detected
Bluetooth devices, our method enables speed estimation. We
modelled the traffic and measuring processes as a BN and
applied it for accurate and reliable speed estimation. We
evaluated the performance of the algorithm by computing
some quality indicators and obtained an RMSE for speed

estimation at a V2X penetration rate of only 1% between
approximately 2 and 5 m/s. Even the worst results achieved
are more than twice as good as throwing dices. Since the
investigations were made on the basis of traffic simulations and
other assumptions (e.g. constant penetration rate for Bluetooth
of 30%, uniformly distributed V2X and Bluetooth technology,
just one analyzed urban intersection, etc.) we expect the real
world results worse than simulation based results. However,
even at V2X penetration rates of 1% the method allows
to achieve accurate and reliable speed data for traffic and
transportation management purposes. We see a high potential
for further investigation and promises to contribute to new
ways for traffic detection and management. Thus, our future
work will include the following:
• Improving the BN for data fusion including further ideas
for obtaining a better and more accurate speed estimation in case of Bluetooth and an extensively analyzed
V2X scenario. This includes the extension of the causal
dependencies of the Bluetooth likelihood node, the consideration of steady-state conditions for traffic in case
of specific free flow and congested flow conditions, the
application of different time windows for speed estimation as a prerequisite to a certain Bluetooth detection, the
modelling and quantification of different V2X conditions,
e.g. multi-path effects, the variation of the Bluetooth
penetration rate, and modeling and consideration of the
traffic light control, to speed estimation
• Application of the method on other simulation scenarios
with more realistic Bluetooth equipment rates and for a
longer period of time, e.g. a whole week instead of 1 hour
only
• Investigation of the traffic state and velocity dependency
of the correction factor for vehicle count estimation
• Take into account other sensor technologies with higher
detection ranges, but also rare penetration rates, e.g. WiFi
• Model the sensor CPDFs taking into account the affection of the sensors by external (weather, illumination,
multipath effects) and internal (wear and tear, signal
transmission) influences
• Aspects of timely queuing, multiple detections, noisy and
biased data, etc. are to be taken into account, as for
instance done in [13], [14].
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